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AccuShift works! Five SunTour road models (the Alpha 3000 is not shown) share common geometries and similar good performance.

ACCUSHIFT: AS GOOD AS S I S ?
SunTour Clears The First Hurdles
BY JIM REDCAY
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how good is AccuShift, SunTour’s answer to ShiJust
mano’s index-shifting tidal wave? It’s been the #1 topic

of conversation in bicycle circles since we first saw Sun
Tour’s indexing prototypes early last spring. In less than a
year, SunTour’s ambitious catch-up program has brought
an impressive total of 9 indexing derailleur combinations to
the 1987 market, including 5 road and 4 off-road groups.
We’ll scrutinize the AccuShift road groups in this article,
and explore the off-road changers in a later issue.
The rush by SunTour to get new derailleur systems on
the market probably could not have had more important
consequences. Even with their introduction of so many

AccuShift derailleur combinations, many of SunTour’s
most loyal manufacturers found themselves specifying Shimano derailleur groups on bikes,some for the first time in
many years, some for the first time, period.
The “ shift” to Shimano by many bike makers was in
part a hedge to make sure that in case late-arriving Ac
cuShift groups did not show up in time for the beginning of
the 1987 model year, they would have at least some mod
els available with Shimano’s S.I.S. After the resounding
success of New Dura-Ace in 1985, new 600 EX in 1986,
and the promise of 105 for 1987, nobody wanted to face
the new year without a full roster of indexing derailleurContinued on page 3
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O F PATENTS
AND PANTAGRAPHS
THE OCCASION WAS MY INAUGURAL ROAD TEST for B icy clin g , or,
more accurately, road tests—we had 19 bikes to ride for the buyers’ guide.
Riding my third test bike of that particular day through the oppressive midsum
mer heat and humidity, I found it hard going up the long and varying grade that
comprises half of my short test loop. And, yes, the bikes were starting to
disappear beneath me, but more because of repetition and fatigue than syn
ergy. Even so, the rear shifting of this bike, an otherwise unappealing, mild
steel-framed sport tourer, stood out enough to make me look to the rear derailleur. Sure enough, it was an inexpensive, steel SunTour GT.
I shook my head slowly and smiled. How many times had I contemplated
SunTour’s rear derailleur design, a practice that seems pretentious at first.
Still, just like Proust’s madeleine, every time I rode a bike equipped with a
SunTour rear changer, my thoughts turned to “ the patent.”
I’m referring, of course, to SunTour’s slant pantagraph, the bicycling equiva
lent of the Polaroid print or the Xerox copy. For me, it has always represented
bicycling’s most clear-cut example of a manufacturer’s patent-protected, com
petitive advantage. Whether it was a top-line racing model or the cheapest
tourist special, the slant pantagraph always seemed to ensure high-quality
shifting performance with a minimum of rider skill.
When I was a Fuji dealer, we let SunTour’s derailleurs do our selling for us in
the parking lot. Even novice riders perceived that shifting was easier, to the
extent that we had trouble selling low- and mid-priced bikes equipped with
anything else. We would sit in the store, discuss “ selling” bikes with SunTour
derailleurs, and talk in somewhat reverent tones about the slant pantagraph
patent.
It became, in a sense, a metaphor for what we wanted our future to hold—
the control of some simple, ingenious, patent-protectable brass ring, a
“ big score” that would ensure a pleasant, if not lazy, future.
But there was also a dark side to this pleasant idyll. How would SunTour
compete when the slant pantagraph expired, as we knew it inevitably would?
Would they fold up in the face of competition from bigger companies who would
surely profit from the release to the public of “ the patent” ? In my mind, at
least, preoccupation with my favorite patent seemed to cloud my awareness of
many other viable, important SunTour innovations—the pantagraph remained
paramount.
Then, as if to mark the beginning of some troubled times for SunTour, the
patent expiration date arrived. (I jokingly fix it as the day before the introduc
tion of the New Dura-Ace rear derailleur that, coincidentally, features a slant
pantagraph.) The ensuing competition saw SunTour fighting for its life in the
mid-to-upper price range it previously dominated. Pitted against it were 2
Campagnolo gruppos and 2 index-shifting Shimano groups. Many actually won
dered aloud if SunTour could survive.
Most recently, I once again find myself climbing into the hills. This time I’m
appropriately equipped with Fuji’s titanium bike and SunTour’s Accushift, but
I’ve got that same wondering grin on my face. The “ little” Japanese derailleur
company is going to make it. Obviously, there’s more to SunTour than a panta
graph, and more to life than a patent.

Jim Redcay
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
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Continued from page 1

equipped bikes to sell.1
Another, more quietly-voiced fear was that SunTour
would not be able to develop a viable indexing system in so
short a period of time.
As it turns out, SunTour has achieved delivery in time
for 1987 and AccuShift has the promise of a highly suc
cessful new product line. Why only promise? Because at
this point we can only talk definitively about AccuShift’s
performance—discussions of its consistency and durability
can’t be based on only a few months of use. By mid-1987
we should have sufficient feedback from our own test rid
ing, plus the input of bike shops dealing with real-life con
sumer experience, to comment on those other areas.

It Works
In the meantime, the bottom line for AccuShift is that it
performs, at least for on-road use, well-enough for Sun
Tour to talk about parity with Shimano. A few of our staff
riders feel AccuShift actually shifts faster than Shimano,
while others maintain that Shimano still has the edge in
quick shifting. The important fact is that both systems are
close enough in this regard to make the issue moot except
for highest level competitors, and to leave the resolution
of “ who’s faster?” to instrumented machine testing.
Comparisons between the two systems are bound to be
difficult, anyway, because each one functions on different
principles of execution. Let’s backtrack a second to dis
cuss the historical mechanism of shifting, then the S.I.S.
approach, and finally compare it to AccuShift.

The IPC (Index Power Control) lever, left, will switch between
indexing 5- or 6-speed standard freewheels, indexing 7-speed
ultra (narrow) freewheels, and non-index power ratchet operation
with a twist of the selector ring located just under the D-ring. The
IFC (Index Friction Control) lever won’t index 7-speeds, and has
regular friction operation as its optional mode. Switching modes
requires substantial loosening of its D-ring. Either lever works
with the Alpha 5000, Cyclone 7000, Sprint 9000, or Superbe Pro
derailleurs.

A New Philosophy
When Shimano incorporated indexed shifting into the
New Dura-Ace line in 1985, it wasn’t so much to champion
the cause of indexing shifting prior to a future, lessexpensive trickle-down to novice riders, so much as it was
to eliminate the closed feedback loop process. Seen from
the viewpoint of the highest level of competition, Shimano
considered the measurable neurological and biomechani
cal shifting effort of the rider as a waste of valuable
energy.
In order to make a more efficient shifting process, Shi
mano developed S.I.S. as a ballistic system, that is, the
rider simply moves the shift lever to a fixed point (the
index detent) without any finesse or adjustment from feed
back. The burden of completing the shift falls to the rear
derailleur. In reality, S.I.S. also allows a small amount of
overshifting to compensate for chain wear, etc., but
doesn’t rely on overshifting as its primary actuator.
The proof of this intent lies in the “ dead shift” test.
Shift any Shimano index system to a larger rear cog with
out pedaling, then pedal. The rear derailleur will complete
the shift, as this is the stated aim of S.I.S. In essence,
Shimano re-defined the shifting process from the rider’s
point of view when it developed its system of index
shifting.
The greatest virtue of this new shifting philosophy, that
the rider can be too fatigued for finesse or totally lacking
skill and still make a solid shift, is also its greatest potential
drawback: the shifting system must stand totally on its
own merits, without any possible help from the rider. I say
potential, because the requirements of Shimano’s system

Years of Gears
Shifting from a larger cog to a smaller one has always
been an easy task for the derailleur gear system. Enough
shift lever movement to move from one cog-centered po
sition to another is almost always sufficient to make a
quick, noiseless shift.
Moving in the other direction, from a smaller cog to a
larger one, has always been, and remains, the big prob
lem. Even with “ straight block” freewheels and/or double
parallelogram derailleurs (Huret Duopar, et al.) a derail
leur must be overshifted, at least slightly, to lead the chain
onto a larger cog, and then shifted back to center the de
railleur for quiet running.2 The historical process of gear
shifting is, then, a closed feedback loop that includes the
rider and the drivetrain. The rider changes gears and,
if the shift is unsatisfactory, he corrects the derailleur’s
position.
Incorporating that seemingly mandatory overshifting
motion into a gear-centering system has been the problem
facing any manufacturer contemplating an indexing
system.
‘interestingly, the extent of S.I.S. ’s success may have hurt Shimano’s sales in
1987. The fear that SunTour might not be able to match Shimano’s product
lead many manufacturers to “spec" SunTour product simply to ensure
SunTour’s survival and prevent Shimano from cornering the derailleur
market.
2In fact, the measured amount of overshifting required, i.e., the distance
between the shift point and the post-shift, cog-centered point, is a commonly
accepted means of comparing the relative shifting power of rear derailleurs.
That's one way Frank Berto measures rear derailleur performance on his
test rig.
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(a self-shifting rear derailleur, with a high degree of toler
ance for frame misalignment and the wide range of adjusta
bility needed to maintain performance without constant
fiddling) appear to have been met. Feedback over the
last 2 years indicates a high level of consumer and dealer
satisfaction with S.I.S.. It’s doubtful that anyone, even
Shimano, could have developed a comprehensive indexing
derailleur line embracing this philosophy in less than a cou
ple of years. So how did SunTour produce an entire index
ing product line in less than one year?

Check your chains! The HKK
(center) and the SunTour
Superbe (top) both work
well on standard freewheels,
though the Superbe will
last longer. SunTour factory
recommends the Superbe
chain for narrow freewheels,
but we felt the SunTour
Pro chain worked best on
them. If you look carefully,
you can see the “ Lone
Ranger" inside plates that
alternate from side to side.

Making the Old New
The answer to SunTour’s dilemma is probably the most
logical one: mechanize the existing shifting procedure. To
a great extent, that’s exactly what SunTour did.
The first thing you notice when you shift Accushift to
larger cogs, particularly if you’ve used S.I.S., is the
“ soft” detents. The lever snaps audibly but smoothly into
the detent, and. keeps on going. Your hand stops almost
immediately afterward and then rebounds back into the
detent, but the effect is still the same: you’ve just made a
controlled overshift. When shifting from larger cogs to
smaller ones, there is no overshift, just a solid detent.
Operationally, then, Accushift falls halfway between the
skilled hand required by non-indexed systems and the
“ idiot-proof” approach of Shimano.
Is the overshift mechanism necessary? Just try the
“ dead-shift” test when you’re on one of the smaller free
wheel cogs—Accushift won’t complete the shift until you
touch the lever, and then the shift occurs immediately. Of
course, this isn’t the way you normally shift. Correct Ac
cushift operation results in fast, sure shifts. It is possible
to miss shifts on the smaller cogs if you use too light a
touch, but that doesn’t occur very often. By the time your
hand achieves the force necessary to overcome the “ en
trance” force requirement of the next detent, it’s difficult
to stop your hand from “ exiting” the backside and com
pleting the overshift movement.
The “ cons” of using such a system will probably only
show up, if ever, during the long run. As we’ve already
said, only time will tell how consistent the system will re
main. For now, in this trade of a little reliance on rider
input for an overshifting type mechanism, the “ pros”
gained by SunTour are tremendous.
First, the overshift movement means a standard-type
derailleur can be used for the system, eliminating the ne
cessity of developing a new type of derailleur, as Shimano
did.
Second, because the rider’s hand provides shifting force
throughout the shift onto a larger cog, shifts seem to take
place very quickly. Experienced riders may feel more at
home with Accushift than S.I.S., because Accushift
merely controls the overshift-and-return movement with
which they’re already familiar.
Finally, SunTour was spared the time and trouble of en
suring that their new derailleurs would operate with a wide
range of adjustability—by definition overshifting is an ex
cessive movement, not a precise one. So any changes in the
effective adjustment of the system (stretched cables,
worn parts, etc.) are automatically compensated, within a

V-A'v< VC

range, by the overshifting movement of the rider’s hand.

Adjust Down, Not Up
With that tendency in mind, to ensure a minimum of ad
justments, start with your derailleur cable too tight and
gradually loosen it until Accushift shifts consistently from
larger cogs to smaller ones. Any long term changes in the
cable/bike system will have the same effect as lengthening
(loosening) the cable, which improves shifting to smaller
cogs. Meanwhile, Accushift’s overshifting mode will take
care of the shifts to larger cogs.
While the overshift mechanism ensures that changes in
adjustment will have a minimal effect on shifting perfor
mance, alignment of the derailleur’s jockey pulley and
freewheel cogs is still directly linked to cable travel. That
means quiet running could suffer because of changes in
alignment, a problem Shimano counters with its floating
Centeron jockey pulley. SunTour’s engineers have as
sured us, however, that they accomplish the same type of
lateral play with the looser fit between the chain and Ac
cushift’s derailleur pulleys. Once again, time will tell.
For now, it seems like Accushift has successfully com
bined the best elements of the systems preceding it: the
shifting power and wide range of an overshifting move
ment; and the consistent positioning of indexing detents.
The Index Levers
Almost all Accushift systems that reach the US market
will use either the IFC (Index Friction Control) or the IPC
(Index Power Control) shift levers.
The IFC lever combines 5 or 6-speed, standard-width
freewheel indexing and regular friction control. You can
switch between the 2 modes, but we wouldn’t advise try
ing it as you ride—you may drop the shifter parts by the
time you unscrew the D-ring far enough to effect the
change.
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Although its geometry may be identical to its indexing
siblings, the Superbe Pro rear derailleur features some
higher-tech extras. Thinner, forged pantagraph plates im
prove strength while slightly lowering weight. Bronze
bushings and stainless steel pins are used in the panta
graph to improve its durability, while a ball thrust bearing
is used at the cage pivot to allow tighter tolerances, and
therefore better alignment, without increasing friction.
The same old, reliable sealed bearing pulleys SunTour has
used for years complete the Pro’s preparations for hard
service.
All of the Accushift derailleurs and levers are wellfinished, particularly the Superbe Pro.

((

Compatabilities
Old SunTour freewheels will not work with Accushift—
you’ll just go crazy trying to index their uneven spacing.
(We should also mention that it’s very difficult to adjust
Accushift indexing on a regular-spaced freewheel when
the IPC lever is set to ultra-indexing!) You can recognize
new, indexable freewheels by the chisel-top bevel on the
teeth, or the 4-lug center section for the new 4-prong re
mover.
SunTour offers 3 chains with its Accushift retrofit kits.
The HKK Trans-Z chain works quite well, particularly on
regular-spaced freewheels, and comes as part of the Alpha
5000 kit. SunTour’s DID-type Cyclone and Superbe chains
are supplied with the Cyclone and Superbe Pro kits, re
spectively. The Sprint kit gets the SunTour Pro chain,
which features asymmetrical inside plate contours (similar
to the Regina CX-S). SunTour feels the Superbe chain
works best on ultra freewheels, while we found the Pro to
be our favorite.
SunTour doesn’t recommend using the Sedisport chain,
although they claim it does perform adequately on smallcage racing setups.
Save yourself some aggravation when setting up AccuShift systems—use SunTour’s special cable housing.
Like Shimano’s, it compresses much less than standard
housing. Standard housing will significantly reduce the ef
fectiveness of the indexing system.

The IPC lever adds “ ultra” 7-speed (narrow) capabili
ties to the indexing mode and a fine ratchet mechanism to
the friction mode of the IFC lever. Switching between the
regular, ultra, and ratchet modes on the IPC lever is supposed to be possible without turning the D-ring, but diffi
cult to do initially without some loosening. We think a
mode ring that’s easier to grip would be an improvement.
On the other hand, we found it very convenient to adjust
the friction or ratchet tension of the SunTour levers with a
simple twist of their D-ring, something you can’t do with
Shimano’s indexing levers.

The Rear Derailleurs

c

The Accushift road derailleurs—Alpha 3000, Alpha
5000, Cyclone 7000, Sprint 9000, and Superbe Pro—all
share the same basic pantagraph geometry. That means
that either of the 2 Accushift levers will successfully index
all of them except the Alpha 3000.3The new Accushift rear
derailleurs do have a slightly different cable clamp location,
however, so you can’t index your old SunTour derailleurs
with the new levers.
The Alpha 5000 and Cyclone 7000 share 2 sizes of pulley
cage. The shorter cage will handle a 28T maximum cog
and 28T of chain wrap with a hanger drop of 28 mm or
more, while the longer cage version will handle a 32T max
imum and 34T of wrap. In addition, there’s the special
Alpha 5000 GX, which uses the cage from the XC Sport
7000 rear derailleur, still allowing just a 32T max, but a full
39T of wrap.
The Sprint 9000 and the Superbe Pro also share a cage,
in this case allowing a 23T maximum cog and a chain wrap
of 26T with a racing dropout (24 mm hanger drop).

What Price, Clicks?
Approximate retail prices4 for Accushift retrofit kits,
which include rear and front derailleurs, levers, cables and
housing, freewheel (Ultra 7 w/Superbe), and chain, are:
Alpha 5000 - $70; Cyclone 7000 - $95; Sprint - $125; and
Superbe Pro - $195-$210. All kits have been available
since the new year, but sell out quickly when shipments
arrive.
CONCLUSION
SunTour may have started late on this newest round of
indexed shifting, but they’re making up for lost time. Per
formance of their Accushift road derailleurs is excellenttime and miles will determine the rest. ■

3The Alpha 3000 requires a special lever because of its “cable saver’’feature,
which allows inexperienced riders to shift without pedaling and not break the
cable.

4New changes in import duties, not to mention fluctuations in the value of the
yen, may change these prices slightly.
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PERIODIZATION
OF TRAINING

r

BY PETER J. VAN HANDEL, PH.D.
eriodization is the rational, organized struc
ture of training over an extended period of
time. Its goal is twofold: 1) to allow athletes to
reach their true competitive potential; and 2) to
ensure that peak performance is achieved at the
time of important competitions.
Long-term training plans are usually associ
ated with older, more experienced athletes,
those at the highest levels of competition. Ath
letes competing at less elite levels will, how
ever, benefit from periodization of their training.
Proper planning: 1) leads to realistic goal setting
relative to an athlete’s potential; and 2) mark
edly reduces the probability of injury or over
stress.
The individual who is more interested in fit
ness and recreation can also benefit from such
long-term planning. Compared to competitive
athletes, goals of the recreational cyclist are ob
viously different. But the training factors of in
tensity, frequency, and duration apply, albeit at
generally lower levels. Planned “ training” is
still required if the goal is to participate in any
activity which can be considered beyond the
normal routine. This may be a two-mile uphill
ride to the grocery for the 70-year-old grand
mother or the family plan to join the annual ride
across Iowa. Without proper goal setting and
preparation, neither will succeed.

P

Continuity Counts
The basic principle underlying the periodiza
tion concept is that continuity of training is re
quired. In sports today, at the elite level daily
training is mandatory and is essentially an unin
terrupted process. At its best, training consti
tutes a multi-year plan to guarantee the greatest
physiological adaptations and fulfillment of ath
letic potential while minimizing chances of dis
abling setbacks. To this end, an uninterrupted
sequence of immediate, residual, and cumulative
training adaptations is desired. The flow pattern
of training intensity and volume is designed to
“ peak” the athlete at the appropriate time, rec
ognizing that a high level of functional capacity
cannot be maintained indefinitely. It’s hard to
emphasize too strongly the recovery intervals
that assure steady, positive progress by mini
mizing potential overstress, “ burnout,” or in
jury.
Thus there is a clear cyclical pattern to train
ing. The “ cycle” is a repetitive sequence of
tasks and recovery periods which forms a

closed circuit. Each “ cycle” is a partial repeti
tion of the previous one, yet demonstrates pro
gressive changes in intensity, frequency, and
duration of tasks to allow cumulative physiologi
cal adaptations to take place.

Training Cycles
The total program is cyclical: from the small
est component (training unit) to the largest
(multi-year plan). The cycles commonly de
scribed are:
1) MICROCYCLE — is short, approximately
one week in duration, and comprised of a series
of repeating training units (workouts) which are
interspersed with recovery sessions. Highly
conditioned athletes may have 10 to 12 training
units scheduled within a 7-day period, obviously
requiring double sessions on selected days.
Less-conditioned or young, developing athletes
would have fewer total workouts in a microcy
cle. The upper panel of FIGURE1 illustrates the
variations between workouts during a typical mi
crocycle. Intensity and duration vary; repeat in
tervals are usually high intensity, short duration
and intermittent. Steady state activity is of
lower intensity, longer duration, and continu
ous. These types of workouts are illustrated
schematically by broken columns for interval
types and solid columns for steady state activity.
Notice the general pattern of alternation be
tween intensity and duration and the incorpora
tion of rest intervals (R) into the cycle. Com
plete discussion of the training unit and
microcycle is the basis of the next article in this
series.
2) MESOCYCLE — is the next larger training
cycle. It is composed of microcycles of one gen
eral type and is of medium length (4-8 weeks).
This is the time required for cumulative adapta
tions by the physiological systems to occur. The
general purpose of a mesocycle is to induce spe
cific physiological, mechanical, or psychological
adaptations, such as improve economy of effort
or maximal aerobic capacity. A typical series of
microcycles, each of one week’s length, is illus
trated in the lower panel of FIGURE 1. Notice
the progressive increase in work stress and the
decrease (restorative recovery) at the end of
the mesocycle. Week 4 of the mesocycle is the
microcycle in the upper portion of the illustra
tion.
3) MACROCYCLE — Mesocycles of different
types form the major long duration cycle, the
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macrocycle. The length of this cycle and its
composition of mesocycles depends upon the
competition structure of the sport and the
adaptability of the athlete. The shortest may be
semi-annual or annual. A more extended cycle of
2 years (World Championships) or 4 years
(Olympics) could also be described.
Each macrocycle typically consists of groups
of mesocycles which have a basic purpose.
These groups define a PHASE of training which
can be characterized as:
►PREPARATION, in which functional capacity
is increased;
►COMPETITION, which maintains that
capacity for a period of competitive peaks;
and
►TRANSITION, which may allow a slight
decrease in capacity to prevent overtraining
and serve as a transition between 2
successive levels of competitive
development.
Note that a phase, as defined here, is longer
than a mesocycle, but shorter than a macro
cycle.

Training Components
Development of a long-term training program
requires consideration of several factors. These
include:
1) description of performance and training
GOALS,
2) identification of specific training TASKS
3) composition of the TRAINING UNITS
(workouts), and
4) selection of standard TESTS to periodi
cally evaluate functional capacity and per
formance.
Completion of the training unit results in imme
diate and cumulative adaptations (EFFECTS).
The relationship of these factors is illustrated in
FIGURE 2.
GOALS— The athlete and the coach must es
tablish goals for both competition and training.
Competition can be affected by unexpected fac
tors such as race strategy, injury, environmen
tal conditions, illness or travel, and dietary
stress. As a result, competition goals may or
may not be met independent of training goals.
Competition goals are long-term and focus on
selected, major events while minor competitions

PHYSIOLOGY
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OF TRAINING
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J
are considered as part of the training plan and,
along with “ te sts,” are used to modify the
workout plan as needed.
Training goals are short-term, generally for a
46 week mesocycle (see below) and are used to
overcome specific physiological, mechanical, or
FIGURE 3
psychological “ weaknesses.” Even workout
goals may be established. For a young athlete,
for example, it might be completion of a specific
routine or hard workout. Training goals are con
tinuously modified as adaptations take place.
TASKS— The mode of training, or the as
signed “ task,” depends upon the immediate
goals for that particular part of the training cy
cle. For the most part they are specific to the
sport (i.e., runners run, cyclists cycle, etc.),
particularly in the competition and transition
phases. The intensity, duration, and frequency
of tasks is determined by the athlete’s response
to standardized laboratory tests or field activity.
Other activities can be incorporated for spe
cific purposes, such as rehabilitation from injury
or supplementary resistance training. In addi
tion, “ off-season” tasks may include other gen
eralized activity which provides an active break
from the physical and mental stresses of in
tense, specific “ in-season” training.
TRAINING UNIT— Each unit (workout) is a
systematically organized set of exercise and re
covery bouts that are based upon laboratory and
field tests of physiological response to work
stress. These tests define both the maximal
capacity of the athlete and their tolerance to var
ious training protocols. Each training unit is sep
arated from other units by a longer recovery
period, reconstitution. The reconstitution re FIGURE 4
covery, which may or may not include overnight
rest, is always longer than recovery intervals
between the exercises and depends on: 1) the
nature of non-training activity (active or passive,
etc.) and the amount of time spent in this activ
ity: 2) the stress level of the exercise, i.e.,
harder exercise requires more rest and; 3) the
amount of time necessary for completion of this
reconstitution process.
In turn, this reconstitution process depends
upon dietary factors and access to modalities
used for therapy and rehabilitation (psychology,
massage, ice, ultrasound, etc.). It also depends
upon the age and general physical status of the
athlete. Older or well-established athletes may
be able to tolerate two-per-day training sessions
5- 6 days per week compared to younger ath
letes who may only train four days per week
with only one or two double sessions.
TRAINING E FFE C T S- This is a general
term describing the physiological, hematologi
cal, mechanical, or psychological changes which
occur as a consequence of completing the train
ing unit. FIGURE 2 illustrates the relationship of
training effects to the establishment of the next
session.
Training effects vary depending on: 1) current
or initial status of the athlete; 2) the absolute or
FIGURE 5
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ultimate potential of the athlete; 3) content of
the training unit and; 4) reconstitution recovery
time allowed between units.
There are 3 types of training effects that con
cern the athlete.
Immediate effects are seen upon cessation of a
workout. Depending upon the intensity and du
ration of the training task, these would include:
1) reduced performance capacity; 2) reduced
muscle and liver energy stores; 3) elevated
functional status of the neuromuscular, respira
tory, and cardiovascular systems, indicated by
heart rate, oxygen uptake, or internal tempera
ture; 4) elevated levels of muscular waste prod
ucts such as lactic acid and ammonia; 5) water
and electrolyte losses and shifts in the fluid com
partments of the body and; 6) activation of vari
ous neurological/hormonal pathways.
These effects are associated with acute
fatigue. Their direct result is the initiation of re
constitution recovery processes such as repay
ment of oxygen debt, removal of metabolic
waste products, and resynthesis of carbohy
drate in the storage depots.
Residual effects are directly related to the
magnitude of the immediate effects from the
previous training session and the length and
type (active or passive) of the recovery period.
For example, too little or too much reconstitu
tion recovery time can actually result in over
training or undertraining, respectively, without
modifying the athlete's training tasks! The goal is
to manipulate work and recovery factors so that
the overall training adaptations (effects) do not
remain stable but progressively improve func
tion, which improves athletic performance.
Cumulative effects are the altered structures
and functions of the stressed organs and sys
tems of the body. The magnitude of cumulative

effects depends upon the volume of work com
pleted and the duration of the particular training
phase. If the program has been properly struc
tured, it is characterized by a progressively im
proved state of training and physical condition
from one stage to the next. Conversely, inap
propriate assignment of training tasks and re
covery intervals can result in the opposite cu
mulative effects—overtraining, or reduced
physical status.
TESTS— The term “ tests” does not neces
sarily mean performance of a specific task—it
can also refer to EXTERNAL markers of
stress, such as the relative intensity and dura
tion of the training unit. Subjective observations
are made by the coach during every training unit
in order to readjust the work-recovery assign
ments of the training unit. On the other hand,
INTERNAL markers such as heart rate, blood
lactic acid or ammonia levels, and oxygen uptake
can also serve to quantify the specific abilities of
the athlete. Some sports scientists believe that
daily monitoring of key stress “ markers” is re
quired to maximally optimize training. Testing
and monitoring of training will be discussed in
the fourth article of this series.

The Macrocycle
The first step in structuring the training pro
gram is to identify the various phases and flow of
training for the macrocycle. This process is il
lustrated in FIGURES 3-6.
Using either the calendar year or beginning
with an “ off-season” /transition phase, identify
the competition period in the annual cycle and
the exact times when several major competi
tions will occur. It is possible that for some
sports there may be two major competitive
“ seasons.” The preparatory/transition phases
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are added as appropriate. Use graph paper for
accuracy. FIGURE 3 defines a macrocycle as a
12-month period beginning January 1 and ending
the following December 31. The competition
phase begins May 1 and ends in the middle of
September. Three competitions are shown, one
for the end of May, another in June, while the
major event occurs in mid-September.
The key at this point is to be realistic about
the length of the competitive phase. In distance
running and cycling, for example, a competition
phase could technically be stretched to include
nearly a whole calendar year, but experience has
shown that attempting to maintain a competitive
performance level for an entire season is coun
terproductive. The less important events should
be considered as preparatory for the most im
portant 2 or 3 of the year.

End With R&R
The pattern for training is easier to see if the
macrocycle starts or ends with the “ offseason’Vtransition phase. In FIGURE 4 the
calendar months have been shifted so that the
macrocycle begins with the major preparationtransition phase (November) and ends with the
“ off-season” transition (mid-September and
October). Activity during this phase is minimal
and is best labeled as “ active rest.” Participa
tion in non-sport-specific activities allows for the
neuromuscular and psychological recovery re
quired, but at the same time helps prevent ma
jor deterioration of physiological function.
This “ off-season” mesocycle also provides
opportunity to: 1) completely evaluate the
“ year-end” functional capacity of the athlete; 2)
gauge the effectiveness of the previous prepara
tion phase; and 3) precisely formulate the next
preparation phase, including performance goals
and intensity-duration flow patterns.

Go for Flow
The next step is to add a general flow pattern
for total work stress during the preparatory and
competition phases, as well as general patterns
for intensity and volume. The upper portion of
FIGURE 4 illustrates these flow patterns in re
lation to the calendar months and the training
phases.
Generally, the total work stress gets progres
sively greater during the preparatory phase of
training, with a temporary decrease during the
transition to competition. This shift transition
actually serves as a recovery mesocycle and
training orientation shifts from volume to inten
sity. In FIGURE 4 this mesocycle goes from
mid-March through April. There is a secondary
progressive increase and peak in total stress
just prior to the major competitive event.
The volume of training is generally greater intially (preparation phase) while intensity be
comes more important in the competition phase.
These general patterns are also illustrated in
FIGURE 4. At this point, no “ units” can be as
sociated with either the total work stress or vol
ume, intensity flow curves. The important point
is to establish the general pattern of training
throughout the mesocycles.

PHYSIOLOGY
P e r io d iz a t io n
OF TRAINING
recovery in intensity-volume can also be seen at
the end of each Base Training and Competition
Mesocycle. Recovery serves an extremely im
portant function by allowing positive cumulative
effects to occur—notice that it is incorporated
into every micro-, meso- and macrocycle. A
special brief recovery (TAPER) in both intensity
and volume also precedes every major competi
tive event. Flow patterns for intensity and vol
ume in each of the mesocycles are also depicted
in FIGURE 6. Notice the general pattern for To
tal Stress Load and its relationship to the inten
sity and volume flow curves.
Most competitions are considered as part of
preparation for the major events. They become
less frequent as major peaks approach. The gen
eral periodization plan also identifies the time
points when evaluative testing sessions will oc
cur. These are used to evaluate the current
functional status of the athletes and to readjust
the training loads as needed.

INDIVIDUAL NATURE OF TRAINING

Individual Nature of Training
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Major Phases
The competition phase fine tunes and main
tains the athlete’s physical status and translates
it into performance. As noted above, volume
(and often frequency) of training is reduced and
intensity reaches its peak. Rest/recovery in se
lected microcycles (TAPER) is important if peak
performance is to occur.
To this point, the discussion has focused on a
periodization model with a “ single” major com
petition. Most athletes, however, may have
several important competitions and/or the
competition phase is rather extended in length.
Depending upon the actual length of the compet
itive phase, two options are available and are il
lustrated in FIGURE 5.
On the one hand, the preparatory phase can
be subdivided into two stages with a short com
petition phase between (upper panel), or the
competition phase can be subdivided by a
recovery/transition phase of short duration

(lower panel). The important point for both of
these situations is that volume and intensity of
training are altered (reduced) with a second pro
gressive increase leading to the second competi
tive phase. The reason for the reduction is to
minimize the potential for setbacks due to over
stress in an extended competitive phase. In this
regard, it has been reported that Eastern Bloc
countries may divide the annual cycle into as
many as 6 or 7 short preparatory-competition
phases of different lengths. This apparently
works well when important competitions are es
sentially year ’round, are of short duration, and
are spaced well apart.
Integrating the competitions of FIGURE 3
with the split competitive phasing of the lower
panel of FIGURE 5 results in the macrocycle
annual training program shown in FIGURE 6.
First, notice that the Preparation and Compe
tition phases are separated by Transition peri
ods which serve as a time for major restorationrecovery of the physiological systems. Brief
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Coaches, athletes, and sports scientists agree
that individual differences exist in every aspect
of physiological, psychological, and mechanical
adaptations to training stress. Unfortunately, in
practice there is little application of this knowl
edge to the development of the individualized
training models. At best, athletes are lumped
together for workouts based upon event(s) and,
perhaps, age. Capable athletes may complete |
their training units with ease, while less capable
athletes assigned the same training may strug
gle to do fewer repetitions and/or a slower ve
locity. The first case results in undertraining and
underrealization of potential, while the second
leads quickly to the exhaustion, poor perfor
mance, and possible stress injury of overtrain
ing.
The importance of “ individualization” of
training and an example of three different devel
opmental patterns in performance capacity is il
lustrated in the upper panel of FIGURE 7. In
this example, the end result is the same only
because the path to the desired performance
level was individually modifed for each athlete
(lower panel). Application of increased loads and
recovery at correct times allows each athlete to
reach their competitive peak as desired. Slow
adaptors or those who require more recovery,
such as athlete A and to a lesser extent athlete
B in FIGURE 7, have less potential for racing
multiple competitive peaks. Individualization of
loadings becomes even more critical as total
stress approaches the limits of functional capac
ity of the given athlete.

Filling in the Blanks
All that’s necessary to finalize the macrocycle
is to specify its day to day details. The concepts
underlying the different types of work and thendevelopment into microcycles and mesocycles
will be the focus of the next article in this series.
Dr. P eter Van Handel is the senior physiologist of
the physiology laboratory of the Sports Science
Program of the US Olympic Committee. ■
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Far ahead of its time,
this 10-year-old Graphite
USA frame even has
molded composite
water bottle and shifter
bosses.

U.S. Composite Pioneer
Helps Win 1976 Tour
BY JIM REDCAY
t ’s common knowledge that, besides their
“ flatland” Reynolds 753 Look frames, Greg
LeMond and Bernard Hinault both rode Look/
TVT carbon-fiber framesets in several mountain
stages of their unbelievable performance in the
1986 Tour de France. Most of us thought this
was composite’s first trip to the victory podium.
Wrong again.
Ten years ago, back in the Steel Age, Gitane
ordered a special mountain stage frame for their
race team leader, Lucien van Impe. What made
this frameset really extraordinary was that it
was a 21/2-pound, 7-tube, carbon-fiber frame,
and it came from San Diego, California, USA.
Up to this point, at least, there isn’t even the
slightest possibility of fantasy in this story—I’ve
seen the correspondence between CDC (Com
posite Development Corp.) president Dick
Kantner and Gitane president Loeillet, as well
as the invoice for van Impe’s France-bound
frame. I even have copies of these documents.
But did the Belgian star use this frame in his
1976 Tour de France victory?
Kantner claims that Gitane Pacific general
manager Claude Fugere assured him that van
Impe definitely rode the Graphite USA frameset
in some mountain stages of the Tour. Kantner,
unfortunately, doesn’t have any photos of van
Impe in action.
Even so, it’s hard to imagine van Impe
wouldn’t have taken advantage of the qualities of
this frame in 1976—it’s still an excellent frame,
even by today’s standards. The springy, lively
ride of the Graphite USA would probably have
suited the smooth-spinning pedaling style of van
Impe, yet the frame is fairly rigid, with deflec
tion measurements very similar to modern alu
minum and carbon-fiber framesets.1 B icycling

I

Measurements were taken using B i c y c l i n g ’ s
“ Tarantula” test device. For more details of this
machine, see B i c y c l i n g , July 1986.

road test editor John Kukoda couldn’t make the
bike jump freewheel cogs, even by stomping up
a short, 20-25% grade in an 83-inch gear! And,
yet, the Graphite USA is still at least as com
fortable as a light, steel frame.
The weight savings of at least 1 pound over
the steel framesets of the day would have been
hard to ignore on the big climbs, as well. The
only factor which keeps the complete frameset
out of the featherweight category is the steel
fork—there weren’t many aluminum ones avail
able back then.

Overnight Success . . .
The design only dates back to late 1975, with
CDC being not much older than that. The com
pany was founded in 1969 to develop commer
cial products under contract to composite fiber
companies like Celanese. Until then, most hightech fibers found their only outlet in defense
projects, a situation CDC helped change quickly
with its introduction of carbon-fiber tennis rack
ets, skis, golf shafts, and even bows and ar-

rows. CDC sold the particularly successful golf
shaft part of the business in 1974 and started
working in two new areas, fishing rods and bicy
cle frames. Unfortunately, even for this Tour de
France-winning frame the timing was wrong for
bicycles.

. . . Next-Day Failure
Van Impe switched teams after his Tour win, a
move which greatly diminished the marketing
potential of the Gitane victory. Compounding
this misfortune was the fast-rising popularity of
mopeds. Faced with the option of expanding in
what appeared to be a very fast-growing new
market (in the USA), or selling exotic framesets
at about $665 apiece, Gitane opted instead for
motorized 2-wheelers. Bicycle history might
have been considerably different if they had fol
lowed up on their original intent to sell 500
Graphite USAs the first year, and 1,000/year
thereafter.
As Gitane cooled off, the carbon-fiber fishing
rod industry was warming up. “ The bicycle slid
away,” says Kantner. Van Impe’s frame (serial
tt 51-612, made June 12,1976) was the 40th one
made. Only 1 more was ever constructed. Like
they say, don’t quit your day job.

Tomorrow’s Success?

This is not crude, small-run production. Note
the finely tapered and bevel-edged sockets,
excellent welding, and built-in sealed bottom
bracket assembly.
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But CDC isn’t finished yet—there are plans to
introduce a new, improved version of the old
frameset. Kantner is in the middle of making the
tooling to investment-cast a new generation of
stainless-steel lugs that will weigh as little as the
original welded-aluminum ones. They will join
100% composite tubes (like those of the original
Graphite USA) that CDC will make in-house. If
CDC makes it to the market again, today’s en
thusiasm for alternate materials should defi
nitely make their frame’s reception “ better the
second time around.” ■

It wasn’t that long ago that the California bicycle shows were considered regional and of little
consequence. Not any more. The BDS EXPO show in Long Beach, with its early January
date, is now positioned at the latest time for serious selling to dealers by manufacturers. The
result? If it was hot, it was in Long Beach. Exhibitors had to be turned away for lack of space,
leading to talk about a move to bigger quarters in Anaheim or elsewhere. With the Interna
tional Cycle Show in New York failing to draw many dealers in its first year in the new Jacob
Javits Convention Center, some are even touting Long Beach as the 2nd most important
international show, eclipsed only by Milano. Ciao, dude.

According to
Columbus, each
tube of the MS
(Multi-Shape) butted
chrome-moly tube
set is individually
shaped for the
forces it will
encounter. The set
includes an oval
right and triangular
left chainstay,
dihedral down tube
and double-dihedral
top tube, and aero
fork blades.
(
The one-piece, molded composite Kestrel frame, developed by Brent Trimble and
Bevil Hogg of CCI (Cycle Composites, Inc.), will retail for approximately $1,185.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN KUKODA

Can’t do much more to improve the looks of a brakeset? Check out
the classy styling of Modolo’s new triangular cross-section Delta
caliper and the clear rubber hoods on the aero/standard combination
levers. The “ traditional’’ sintered pads are held by shoes of carboi
fiber composite molded around metal inserts. You can’t see the
beautifully chromed, square-section caliper springs with the mutiple
coils that “ flatten" the spring’s tension curve. Note the large, ugly
quick-release, too.
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Sometimes a
grooved stem of
this Dave Tesch
custom frame
allows internal
routing of a
cycle computer’s
sensor wire
through the
headtube after
passing through
the forkblade and
crown.

Wheelsmith’s spoke tensiometer gives a vernier scale readout of spoke tension.
The easy-to-use device will sell for "under $100" according to Eric Hjertberg.

British Hetchins frames, with intricate, hand-cut lugs and unique curved stays, are
again in production. The "Vibrant Bear Triangle, " said to lessen road shock,
became a Hetchins trademark when the prudish rules of British amateur racing
forbade identifying decals on racers' bikes.

This aerodynamic 3Rensho time-trial bike uses 20-inch disks,
Sugino 75 composite componentry, and removable frame fairings.

Dia-Compe’s new ATB brake lever.
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AERODYNAMICS

Crosswind drag

v sin A

<

A NEW ANALYSIS
BY LEE NORRIS

ILLUSTRATIONS BY SALLY ONOPA

hy does it seem like you’re always riding into the wind? Do you remember only the pain of
fighting gales and forget the pleasure of running downwind, or is there a genuine aerody
W
namic reason most cyclists feel that it’s easy to find a headwind, but difficult to get the wind
behind you?
Aerodynamic drag accounts for about 80 percent of the total pedaling resistance at speeds
above 18 miles per hour,1so the effects of wind are of prime importance in overall rider exertion.
Because air drag is a highly nonlinear function of apparent wind velocity, and since a bicycle with
rider has a much larger lateral area than frontal area, 1 have suspected for some time that genuine
aerodynamic effects may be at work in increasing the drag forces of crosswinds and even of
quartering tailwinds.2 This article describes my calculations of these effects; see “ Analysis”
section below for math details, and see FIGURE 2 for graphs of the results.
The results are surprising:
• The most beneficial wind is not a direct tailwind, but rather a “ quartering” tailwind, that is,
a wind blowing at about 30 degrees from directly behind you.
• The most detrimental wind is not a direct headwind, but rather a quartering headwind, that
is, blowing at you from about 45 degrees to your path.
• Cross winds are not harmless. A pure crosswind (at 90 degrees to your direction of travel)
actually slows you down almost as much as a direct headwind.
• The boost from a tailwind is not great enough to make up for the time spent in riding against
an equally strong headwind from the directly opposite direction. Thus, on an out-and-back course
FIGURE 1: Vector diagram showing bike speed,
(closed loop), your best times will be achieved when there is no wind at all.
• “ Marginal tailwinds” (i.e., winds making an angle of about 100 degrees to 140 degrees to
actual wind speed and angle, and apparent wio
your direction of travel) can be either beneficial or detrimental, depending on their speed and
speed and angle.
‘
your speed on the bike (see area marked “crossover zone” in FIGURE 2).
• Faced with a given set of wind conditions, cyclists can some
times choose an optimum route to minimize wind drag. Given a
choice between a direct headwind and a quartering headwind, you’ll
make better time by riding directly into the wind.
All of these effects are due to the fact that the lateral area of the
bike/rider combination is about 4 to 6 times that of its direct frontal
area. In simple terms, the bike/rider combination is a much bigger
“ sail” when seen from the side than from the front. A further com
plication is the fact that the power consumed by air drag is a nonlinear
function of both apparent wind speed and actual bike speed.
The implication for designers of aerodynamic equipment is impor
tant: a time-trial bike with full aero components might conceivably
perform much worse in strong crosswinds than a standard bicycle.
This ironic possibility arises from the aero bike’s bigger side area,
which may cause extra wind drag, depending on wind angle. That’s
not surprising since many, if not all, of these devices seem to have
been designed to deal only with a head-on wind.
A related problem (not covered in this analysis) is the greater diffi
culty riders have reported in controlling aero bikes in crosswinds.
The next step in aerodynamic bicycle design might well be an effort
to improve performance in crosswinds. Experiments with devices
like adjustable “ wind vanes” and disk wheels with adjustable slots
might be starting points for these improvements.
In any case, the perception that you are almost always riding into
the wind has a valid physical foundation. Only direct tailwinds and
quartering tailwinds provide any real benefit (boost in speed). The
rest of the time, wind is just a real drag.
FIGURE 2: Ratio of drag with the wind!drag without wind for various ratios of wind
1''The Aerodynamics of Human-Powered Land Vehicles, ” by A. C. Gross,
C.R. Kyle, and D. J. Malewicki. Scientific American. Vol. 249, No. 6,
December 1986, pp. 142-152.
2An earlier study of this same question ("The Effect of Winds on a Bicyclist’s
Speed” by Osman Isvan, Bike Tech, June 1984) may have underestimated
how much of a drag crosswinds really are.

speed/bike speed and at various angles. Any part of any curve above the “ 1” ratio line
indicates increased drag compared to windless conditions (speed decrease), while any
part below the line indicates decreased drag (speed increase). Note that in the cmr 'er
zone, wind from a particular angle can either hinder or help you, depending on th\ ,o
of wind speed to bike speed. ForAi /Af = 2.5, the right boundary of the crossover zone
moves to 135°, while peak drag drops to a ratio of 12 at 40°.
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AN ALYSIS

NOMENCLATURE: The following symbols are used in the analysis:

A

= angle of actual wind vector (v) relative to direction of travel of
bicycle (u)
B = angle of apparent wind vector (w) relative to direction of travel
of bicycle (u)
D = density of air
CD = drag coefficient of bicycle-rider (dimensionless)
u = velocity vector of bicycle (relative to ground)
v = velocity vector of wind (relative to ground)

w

= “ apparent” wind vector (windspeed relative to bicycle)
(w = u + v, in vector addition)
Al = lateral area of bicycle
AF = frontal area of bicycle
At = total area of bicycle
Fw = total aerodynamic force on bicycle
Dw = aerodynamic drag force under windy conditions
D0 = aerodynamic drag force under windless conditions

The basic approach is to do a vector addition of wind speed and bike
speed to obtain an apparent wind speed and direction (see FIGURE 1)
and then to calculate the drag force produced by this apparent wind act
ing on the projected area (bike plus rider) exposed to the apparent wind
(see “ Analysis” sidebar). The results are shown in FIGURE 2 as
a ratio of drag forces on the bike-rider combination in windy conditions to
the drag under windless conditions. These ratios are given as a function
of wind angle (A) and the ratio of wind speed to bicycle speed (v/u).
Drag ratios less than 1.0 mean that the rider gets a boost from the wind
(the bike goes faster, assuming constant pedaling power); drag ratios
greater than 1.0 indicate increased drag (the bike slows down, assuming
constant pedaling power).
The apparent velocity of the wind relative to the bicycle (w) is the
vector sum of the actual wind velocity (v) and the velocity of the ground
relative to the cyclist under windless conditions (u):

This constitutes the primary expression for the drag-related effects of
crosswinds. The task is to evaluate the right-hand side of Equation 6 in
terms of quantities we already know, such as bike speed (u), windspeed (v), the angle between them (A), and the area terms and drag
coefficients.
But immediately there is a problem: we have no data on the effective
area and the drag coefficient of a bicycle-rider combination in crosswinds. To my knowledge, no one has ever actually measured the drag
coefficient of a bicycle-rider combination except in situations when the
apparent wind is directly head-on. This could be an important topic for
future research, especially for designing aero bikes and clothing for out
door road competitions.
To proceed with the analysis, I will assume that the bicycle-rider com
bination behaves, aerodynamically, like a box having a frontal area of AF
and a lateral area AL. Inclusion of lateral area here is of surprising impor
tance. As the apparent wind vector shifts from directly head-on, the
large lateral area becomes exposed to the apparent wind, like a sail,
thereby increasing the air drag force. The projected area exposed to the
apparent wind is given by the expression:

w = u + v (in vector addition)
This vector addition is depicted in FIGURE 1. By the Pythagorean theo
rem:

At = A f - | cosB | + AL-|sinB|

[7]

w2 = (u + vcosA )2 + (vsinA )2,
It turns out that only the ratio of lateral area to frontal area is important
in evaluating Equation 6. I ran several sets of calculations to try various
assumptions for the ratio of lateral to frontal areas; values of 2.5 to 4.0
for this ratio are reasonable estimates to use until actual measured data
is available.1
The drag coefficient also drops out of Equation 6; that is, the impor
tant point about drag coefficient is not its actual value, but rather its
variation with apparent wind direction. In this analysis, drag coefficient is
assumed to be invariant with apparent wind direction.2
To calculate angle B, I used the following simple trig identities:

which can be rearranged to:
[1]

w2 = u 2 + v2 + 2u-v-cosA.
The total aerodynamic drag force exerted on the bike is given by the
following expression (assuming high Reynolds number scaling behavior):

[2]

Fw = (1/2) Ax CD D w2
This total drag force has components both parallel and perpendicular to
the direction of travel. But only the parallel component has any influence
on the cyclist’s speed or pedaling effort, because the perpendicular com
ponent is absorbed in tire-pavement skid resistance. (Supposedly, in suf
ficiently windy and slick conditions, the perpendicular component of
aerodynamic drag could push the cyclist off the road. That possibility is
ignored in this analysis.) The component of drag parallel to direction of
bicycle travel is:

[3]

Dw = F-cosB

[4]

Dw = (1/2) At Cd D

w

2

D0 = (1/2) AF CD D u2

Dw
D0

[9]

= A +
V

v_

v

cosA^ • |1 + I • cos A | +
/
u
AP

■

|

v_

■

sinA| [10]

v

'Editor’s Note: Osman Isvan ’s earlier study of wind effects assumed that lateral
area was exactly equal to frontal area; for this reason, Isvan’s study
underestimated the large drag forces caused by quartering headwinds. This is the
only significant difference between Isvan1s study and N orris’ present work.

Dividing Equation 4 by Equation 5 gives the ratio of the drag under windy
conditions to that under windless conditions:
[6]

sinB — (vsinA) w

Plots of this expression are shown in FIGURE 2, with the wind angle
along the horizontal axis, and the windspeed/bike-speed ratio treated as
a parameter. ■

cosB

By contrast, the drag force under windless conditions is given by the
simpler expression:
[5]

[ 8]

Substituting Equations 7, 8, and 9 into Equation 6, and simplifying,
gives the following expression for drag force as a function of windspeed/
bike-speed ratio (v/u), wind angle (A), and lateral-to-frontal area ratio:
Dw
D0

Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 3 gives:

cosB = (u + vcosA ) /w

2Editor’s Note: This is not as much of a limitation as it might seem. Notice that
drag coefficient enters the expression only by being multiplied by total area ( \ T).
Thus, variations in drag coefficient could be brought into the analysis by
increasing Norris' assumed 4-to-I variation in area to a larger value, say 6-to-l
or 8-to-l.

_ AT CD D w2 cosB
AF CD D u2
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NEWSLINE

I T ’S B E E N
LIKE A BLIND DATE
UNTIL NOW
Everybody knows that belting a bicycle tire
with a protective strip of wire mesh or Kevlar
will significantly decrease flats (particularly from
cuts). Great. Unfortunately, a seemingly inevi
table side effect has been the belted tire’s
“ good personality” —dependable, but slow and
dead-feeling; durable, but not the kind of tire
you’d like to ride in fast company. The culprit is
the significant increase in rolling resistance
caused by the protective belt. Avocet was re
cently contemplating the same belting dilemma
as a result of B ic y c lin g ’s criticism of their FasGrip line of treadless tires. They performed
great, but we had a lot of flats. (To be fair, the
B icycling staff is convinced that all treadless
tires incur more flats than their treaded cous
ins.) Reluctant to decrease tire performance by
adding the protective weight of extra rubber,
Avocet appears to have developed an alternative
to conventional belting which they refer to as
“ shielding.” According to Avocet’s test figures,
the increase in rolling resistance from “ shield
ing” is only about 4%, compared to the 35%
increase they found when they tried conven
tional belting. How well does shielding protect
the tire? Test samples are supposedly wearing
through the tread rubber into the casing without
cutting. By the time you read this, we’ll be well
on our way toward wearing out our own test
samples. Then we’ll report our findings, and fill
you in on the new process.

▲ California Again Dept.: Downhill racing with

D O N 'T FORGET
THE K EV LA R . Composites

using
Kevlar fibers have much better damping
characteristics than those made from
graphite or boron fibers according to a
recent study by R. F. Gibson and
coworkers at Idaho University. 1
’From "Composites and Adhesives N ewsletter"
TC Publications, Box 36A28, Los Angeles, CA
90036.

PHOTOGRAPH BY JOHN KUKODA

It’s Like 3 Soap Opera—the more you look into it, the more complex the possibili
ties become. When we first heard about Shimano’s co-sponsorship of the La Vie Claire team,
we wondered whose pedals they would ride, Shimano’s or Look’s. The most likely solution
has, indeed, come to pass: Shimano, the world’s largest bicycle component manufacturer,
has joined forces with yet another Bernard Tapie company, Look, which owns the world
patents on the most innovative, successful pedal/cleat technology to roll down the road since
the guy who filed a groove across the soles of his shoes. You might expect Shimano to do the
manufacturing, but no, Look will make Shimano’s pedals in France, under Shimano supervi
sion and quality control. Was French production a considerate Tapie stipulation on behalf of his
Look employees, who might otherwise have had to compete with a presumably cheaper,
Shimano-produced pedal? And what about Mavic? That’s right, the same Mavic that makes
rims, derailleurs, and whoa!, pedals, is a subcontractor to Look in their pedal production.
Because Look will continue to market its own brand of pedal in America through Descente
USA, I would expect Mavic to continue to produce “ Look” pedal parts. But will Mavic figure
in Look’s production of “ Shimano” pedals? Looking beyond that situation, we won’t even
begin to try to unravel the controversy over the Eclipse/TVT/Look composite frameset.
(No, Bernard Tapie did not buy TVT.) Tune in tomorrow for the next episode of “ As Tapie
Turns.”

DO WE CALL IT CAF? That’s our
acronym for Computer-Aided-Framebuilding,
and if you’ve got the bucks, Marchetti &
Lange’s new Instaframe package will do it for
you. The well-known Italian producers of
framebuilding fixtures have developed a CAD
program that calculates all frame dimensions
from body measurements or from your own
specifications, displays or plots the resulting
"drawing,” and also calculates the coordi
nate settings needed to set up Marchetti &
Lange’s model 168/1 electro-pneumatic

frame tacking fixture. In other words, for you
non-mathematically minded framebuilders,
there’s only a short stop at the lathe (or mill)
for mitering between measuring your cus
tomer and firing up your torch. The complete
Instaframe package, which includes a PC,
monitor, and plotter, will run you 5,800,000
lire (about $4,300). You can add the 168/1
tacking fixture for another 15,885,000 lire
(about $11,900). Strawberry Cyclesport, Inc.
(503-225-0136) is Marchetti & Lange’s U.S.
distributor.
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Gravity Powered Vehicles—pedalless BMX
bikes modified for better aerodynamics
and a low, prone riding position
—is the latest l/l/esf Coast craze.
Speeds in excess of 50 mph are routine,
even on roads open to traffic.
One hot, homemade GPV reportedly uses
50 pounds of lead ballast for momentum.
Don’t look for a CPSC-approved model
anytime soon . . . [or our roadtest! - Editor],
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IT MAY TAKE US A WHILE, but we do try
keep our promises. The weldable Japanese
“ 7000” series alloy designation we promised
you is T4 7N01, according to Miyata, who
claims to have had a hand in its initial use for
bicycle frames. Next month w e’ll get you its
composition, and, possibly, a US equivalent.

The CCI Kestrel: Does this one-piece, molded
frame represent the future of composite
construction? We’ll deliver a deflection
analysis, a design appraisal, and, most
importantly, a full-scale road test of the latest
creation from former Trek guru Bevil Hogg
and composite craftsman Brent Trimble.
The Concord method of anaerobic threshold
determination is as close as your windtrainer.
Pat Ennis and Michael Argentieri give you the
how-tos.
Dr. Peter van Handel continues his series on
high-tech training with specifics on microcycles.
Learn how to detail your training routine.
Peugeot’s new Pechiney aluminum frames are
low-cost, lightweight eye openers. Discover
how Airbus technology makes it possible to
assemble them without welding or glue.
What’s it like to ride the hottest, most
expensive wheels in town? We’ll road test and
analyze Campagnolo’s superlight (980 g),
super-expensive disk wheel.
pL ug M0RE,

